Compounding Guide to Trading Profits

“Each Day You Wake Up, is an Opportunity to Change
Your Tomorrow!”
I am truly glad you grabbed a copy of this report and truly want you to
succeed.
People these days are struggling in some form or fashion when it comes to
having money.
They never ever seem to be able to make ends meet. Medical bills.
School Tuition.
Monthly light, water, food and mortgage bills to boot.
Many people look for alternate ways to make some extra money.
In order to make ends meet, they may feel they need to go back to school or
college, but their financial predicament will not afford them to.
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I want to tell you a real life story about a guy named Stephen.
Stephen was a young man that had dropped out of school, and ended up
hanging out with the wrong crowd and as a result, he was shot.
Although he did not,
That was the turning point in his life to straighten up and think about the
bigger picture.
He suddenly realized his dilemma, the fact that he had no high school
diploma, no education he could use to get a decent job to support himself
and wondered how was he going to make it?
His predicament resulted in him becoming homeless for a time and he
desperately had to come up with a way to make some money. He was able to
ask a friend to allow him to stay with them for a while and sought out finding
a job.
One of the things Stephen did was go to his local library whereby he could
use the internet connection there to seek out a job.
Stephen goes on to tell the story of how he found himself looking at some of
the trading charts (futures charts) on a financial website he happened onto
for hours on in, and it dawned on him that he was able to see a certain
pattern within the charts he totally understood and they made perfect sense
to him.
He talked about how he noticed a certain pattern in the charts that he could
capitalized on and predict winning trades. He would continue to test and
retest his trading theory for a while. He then found a financial related forum
where people discussed futures trading amongst interested parties and
became active in it and started making some amazing calls utilizing the
method he had been testing on some of the markets that were being
discussed in the forum and that actually worked being winning trades just
like he said prior to the move.
Before long Stephen had people in the forum reaching out to him, because
they were actually using his calls to trade their real money in their futures
trading accounts and was making money.
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One of the forum members reached out to him and offered him $5000.00 to
teach him his method because his method worked so well.
Well Stephen took that man up on his offer and right then and there (he said
to himself) “I am no longer homeless”.
Then even more forum members starting reaching out to Stephen asking him
to start a service, whereby he would give out calls on certain markets, and he
did so and charged eac of them them $350.00 per month which they gladly
paid him, and instantly he generated $35,000 per month income.
He never looked back!
Now why do I tell you this story?
Well this is Not to pitch you for 350.00 per month as in the story but to show
you that you too can learn how to trade and I want to show you it can be
done.
To show you that anyone can learn a method of making money and not have
a college degree in finance or anything like that to do it.

Also, I want to highlight the fact that there are Trading systems that people
are using and trade for a living each and every trading day.
They have replaced their day jobs doing so.
I present to you a new method to earn extra income, and a method that will
not put strains on your current finances.

What method you ask?
Trading!
Trading is one of the best avenues to earning extra money and pulling out of
the lack of financial doldrums.
Now some folks might be saying right about now,
I really don't understand all that financial trading stuff!
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Truth be told as I stated earlier, people trade from the comfort of their
homes every trading day.
And live very comfortable lives doing so.
And so can you!
Many people were like you and me and realized, There has to Be A Better
Way!
Those folks that trade from home are referred to as - Retail Traders!
It only takes, learning certain techniques and then building up your account.

◼ Matter of fact many people that do not have any previous experience
or dealings with trading do quite well with it because they don’t have
any previous knowledge to unlearn or incorrect instructions that
taught them the wrong way to trade.

What if I told you, there was a way you could learn a specific skillset that
would allow you to PROVE to yourself you have what it takes to trade?
continue to Read on...

In today's society there seemingly are so many ways to trade the markets
these days and that can leave people a bit confused.
Should I trade stocks? Forex? Futures? Options?
Believe me I've been there and back, many times...
But in my over 30 plus years of trading I have found that the quickest way to
being
Profitable trading in the Markets is by simply finding one specific market,
learn
Everything about that particular market and trade it!
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Another way of saying that is this:
In trading stocks, one has to search through 8000 different stocks each one
having its own personality, chart patterns, and quite frankly is driven by
other
Factors that it has no control of.
With trading Forex, one has to sift through the different currencies available
from across the globe and once again be controlled by world events that at a
moment’s notice
wind up being tossed to and fro by circumstances that are completely out of
your control only to be stopped out and racked up losses, and frustration!
Now With Options, one has to assemble costly software tools and learn the
Option Greeks and hone their
Skillsets that really can take years to master and be profitable.

The one thing I know for a fact is that when I want to trade:
- I want to Trade a market that has liquidity
- A market that has clear chart patterns
- A market that is actually the driver of a large body of equities
- And a market that I can profit from each and every day I open my trading
screen.
With that said...
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I want a market I can get into easily and not have to mortgage the farm
just to get into a position to trade it.
I have found such a market...
It is in trading the Market Indices.
Indices you say?
Yes Indices.
Specifically the Dow, S&P500, Nasdaq, and Russell !
More specifically the Emini versions of those highly liquid markets.
And the best part is...
You only need a margin of just $400 to $500 dollars to trade them!
That's the beauty of trading the Emini's markets.
And furthermore these select few markets has a certain pattern they
follow each and every day.
You read that correctly, each and every day
Have I got your attention yet?
Imagine for a minute...
Waking up each trading day and turning on your trading screen having a
clear
cut knowledge of what market to trade, how to trade it, and know
with a high degree accuracy where you will make your profit in as little
as a few minutes into the trade.
And the best part is, once you’ve reached your profit goal for the day, you
simply turn off
your trading screen and you're done for the day!
Then you wake up the next day and do it all over again.
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I hope by now you have a smile on your face and the wheels inside your
head is churning with excitement!
Listen there are thousands of people that do exactly as I have described
everyday, and make a really Nice living at it.

The Compounding Secret!
Just to give you an idea of what I mean check this out:
Targeting just $200 a day profit would yield - $1000 per trading week.
$4000 per month.
$48000 per year!
Targeting just $400 profit a day would yield - $2000 per week.
$8000 per month
and $96000 annually!
Now at this point I hope that you're really getting excited because achieving
those small numbers
on a daily consistent basis is how people like you and me get to retire early!
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If you have not seen my videos of a trade-able and profitable system
in play then head on over here and check it out –
GetTradeScalper.com
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Once you've finished reading this report, I want you to subscribe to my
Youtube channel to get access to all the training videos I have for you and to
take some time and really
think about what your life would be like making those kind of weekly,
Monthly, and Yearly earnings.

This method I am showing you can literally change Your Life!
So with that being said I want to thank you for giving me an opportunity
to show you some things that the vast majority of people have no idea
of and just get up every morning and begrudgingly go to their jobs at work
everyday, and most hate it!
If you were to open a trading account with, let's say $1000.00
and targeted the profits of $200 per day range starting off slowly
trading one contract which would be $400 to $500 per contract...
That would equate to your 1st week of $1000.00 in earnings. Correct?
Now after week 1 you have $2000.00 total in your account.
So now you can trade with the house money (your 1st week's earnings)
and
you trade 2 contracts the next trading week.
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Now you have just increased your earnings potential X 2!
So the 2nd week you get up and turn your trading screen on and start
trading for the week and at the end of that 2nd week you earned - $2000.00
So now you have $4000.00 in your account.
Right?
Now, your confidence is High, your account earning is growing and you’ve
traded
the system for 2 whole successful weeks and you know it works.
So at the start of the 3rd week, you get up and turn your trading screen on
and
with an account balance of $4000.00 (for example) you can
trade 5 contracts or 10 (if you are aggressive).

And at the end of the 3rd week your account standing trading just (1
contract - $5000)
(2 contracts - $6000.00) (5 contracts - $9000.00) (10 contracts - $14000.00)
And what I am telling you, there are people that are actually doing these
kinds
of numbers day in and day out, week in and week out, month in and month
out!

If you were to get some specialized training,
And practiced to prove to yourself that ‘Yes I can DO this’ then I think you
are well on your way to achieving the kind of life you so desire!
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Here is the link to the examples of this Income Method
Each of these example days produced $250 to $350 in a matter of minutes
Video Training Example

Imagine having days like this?
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So with that said I will bid you a great day and hopefully a profitable
tomorrow!
PS – I would encourage you to consider this opportunity to become trained
By a former floor trader that know all the ins and outs of trading the markets
with capital preservation in mind and is an absolute joy to work with.
I went through the training and can say beyond any doubts –
It is worth every penny!
To Your Success
Manni
GetTradeScalper.com
My Youtube Channel
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